Flexible, Colorful Privacy

GSA Product ASSORTMENT

why loftwall?
Made in
the USA

Lightening-Fast
lead times

Loftwall products are proudly designed, manufactured, and assembled in Dallas, TX by a team of
people passionate about serving customers.

Most furniture companies speak in terms of weeks,
we’re talking about days. With a 5 day standard lead
time, we enjoy the occasional “same day” orders.

best in class
support & warranty

easy & flexible
privacy options

Our support team is based in Texas and strives to
respond to inquiries in 45 minutes or less. We
stand by our products better than anyone.

Privacy isn’t a one-size problem, so you won’t get
a one-size fits all solution with Loftwall. Custom is
a passion of ours, so test our team

certified SMB
Small enough to care, large enough to deliver to
Fortune 500 companies, the Department of
Defense, and thousands of other customers.

WHAT’S ON CONTRACT? QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
Framewall

WEAVE

For when you need
to divide and conquer

Wrap your space
in more than silence

loftwall.com/room-dividers

loftwall.com/weave

SPLIT

Divide without
sacrificing natural light
loftwall.com/split

PIVOT

A lot of privacy
for a little footprint

DESK SHIELD

A refuge from distractions
and germs
loftwall.com/desk-shield

CHISEL

Decrease the noise,
increase the design

loftwall.com/pivot

loftwall.com/chisel

HITCH

WAVE

loftwall.com/hitch

loftwall.com/wave-2

WEB

COUNTER SHIELD

loftwall.com/webmodular-wall

loftwall.com/counter-shield

Tie privacy into
any workstation

For when you need to
let some light in

Divide a space
and add some texture

A family of healthcaregrade sneeze guards

Framewall
For when you need to
divide and conquer

We call it the most versatile room divider ever created. Sure it’s a bold claim, but it’s one
we’re prepared to defend. For over 10 years, Framewall has been dividing and conquering
spaces (and looking good doing it). So whether you’re in a commercial, education, or
healthcare space, trust the product with a track record of success.
• Available in 12 standard sizes
• Available with dozens of finishes (panel infills)
• Made from recyclable aluminum
• Mobile bases available
For complete Framewall details and options, visit www.loftwall.com/room-dividers

Split

Divide without sacrificing
natural light

Quickly and simply dividing space is now normal, and we’re ready to help you adjust to that
reality. Split is the simplest way to divide space in an office, waiting room, cafeteria, training
room, conference room, arcade, gym, salon, in a cave, on a mountain, or even at Disney
World (seriously, can someone let Mickey know about Split?).
• Available in 2 standard heights (53” or 78”) and 4 standard widths (40”, 52”, 76”, or 100”)
• Available with frosted or clear acrylic infill panels
• Made from recyclable aluminum, cleanable with all healthcare grade cleaners
• Mobile bases available
For complete Split details and options, visit www.loftwall.com/split

Pivot

A lot of privacy
for a little footprint

When space is limited and flexible privacy is needed, Pivot is the remedy. Utilizing a caster
and gear system, Pivot moves effortlessly from grand and full to subtle and minimal. This
product is wall-mounted and folds out when separation is needed, but seamlessly tucks away
when open space is the desire.
• Available in 2, 3, or 4 panel options
• Available with dozens of finishes (panel infills)
• Made from recyclable aluminum
• Includes all required mounting hardware
For complete Pivot details and options, visit www.loftwall.com/pivot

Codes & Certifications
Small Business
Duns Number: 962024472
Contract Number: 47QSMA21D08QD
SIN: 33721 - Office Furniture
Cage Code: 62G30
We accept credit cards and purchase cards

Hitch

Tie privacy to
any workstation

Don’t get us wrong, the open office is a beautiful thing. But it has some flaws, so we designed
Hitch to help break things up a bit. Available in a couple styles, Hitch can bisect workstations,
training tables, conference rooms, and even low-height benching solutions.
• Designed For: 27.5” – 29.5”tall desks
• Overall Height: 53”
• Overall Width: 52” or 58”
• Compatible Desk Height: 27.5” – 29.5”
• Compatible Desk Depth: 24“ or 30”
For complete Hitch details and options, visit www.loftwall.com/hitch

WEB

When you need to
let some light in

Web is an intricate design of overlapping and connecting elements providing a unique visual
appearance. Web delivers perceived privacy without completely obstructing natural light in a
workspace. Make a statement in your space while defining it. Our award winning Web can
delineate areas of interest and focus in a space. Not all workspaces are equal, and they
certainly shouldn’t all look the same.
• Height: 53” or 78”
• Width: 52“, 76” or 100”
• Aluminum interlocking modular frame

• Multiple sections can link
• Removabe panel design
• Fixed or caster base

For complete Web details and options, visit www.loftwall.com/web-modular-wall

WEAVE

Wrap your space
in more than just quiet

Take the modularity of Framewall and add a new dimension with Weave. Our PET panels
interlock in a beautiful pattern to add definition and an element of acoustic privacy to your
space. Do you need to define space in a way that isn’t so “in your face?” That’s why we
designed Weave, to give our customers the ability to delineate work areas from waiting areas
and focus areas from collaboration areas.
• Height: 53” and 78”
• Width: 48” and 72”
• Made from recycled material and has high sound absorption ratings
• Custom Sizes: Always possible! Reach out to a team member to build your perfect solution.
For complete Weave details and options, visit www.loftwall.com/weave

Codes & Certifications
Small Business
Duns Number: 962024472
Contract Number: 47QSMA21D08QD
SIN: 33721 - Office Furniture
Cage Code: 62G30
We accept credit cards and purchase cards

Desk Shield
A refuge from distractions and germs

Offices are going to adapt, and we’re passionate about giving people the tools to create safe
and productive workspaces. That’s why Desk Shield is a favorite of companies working to
retro-fit their open office plans to give team members peace of mind. And when you have
peace of mind, everything else is easy.
• Height: 24”
• Width: 48”, 60” or 72”
• Depth: 24” or 30”
• Available with clear or frosted acrylic panels

• Assembles in less than 5 minutes
• Aluminum interlocking modular frame
• Multiple units can be linked together
• Cleanable with healthcare-grade cleaners

For complete Desk Shield details and options, visit www.loftwall.com/desk-shield

CHISEL

Decrease the noise,
increase the design

Offices are getting louder, and space division products that can absorb sound and look
incredible are hard to come by. Chisel is a collection eco-friendly acoustic PET. Made from
75% recycled plastic bottles, our Chisel acoustic panels are ultimately flexible.
• Height: 53” and 78“
• Width: 24”
• Custom colors and designs available upon request
• 6 standard panel finishes
• 12 standard panel design
For complete Chisel details and options, visit www.loftwall.com/chisel

WAVE

Divide a space and
add some texture

Wave brings an arrangement of undulating panels which provide a visual barrier, yet also
allow air & light to pass through openings. The design functions as a filter between spaces.
Wave’s curved panel shape dampens sound and redirects ambient light to pass through the
screen’s openings.
• Height: 78”
• Width: 52“, 76” or 100”
• Depth: Panel 9” / Base 13”
• A visual barrier which allows light and sound to transmit through
• Aluminum interlocking frame
For complete Wave details and options, visit www.loftwall.com/wave-2

Codes & Certifications
Small Business
Duns Number: 962024472
Contract Number: 47QSMA21D08QD
SIN: 33721 - Office Furniture
Cage Code: 62G30
We accept credit cards and purchase cards

Counter Shield
A family of healthcare-grade
sneeze guards

Quickly and securely separate space in any environment with an acrylic Counter Shield sneeze
guard. Completely recycle-able, Counter Shield can stand up to harsh cleaners to ensure a
sanitary environment for all customers and healthcare professionals.
• Available in 4 styles (and 4 unique price points)
• Classic Style is able to link together with other units
• Made from recyclable aluminum
• Classic, Basic, and Wrap can be desk or table mounted
• Cleanable with any healthcare-grade cleaner
For complete Counter Shield details and options, visit www.loftwall.com/counter-shield

LITE STYLE

Classic STYLE

Codes & Certifications
Small Business
Duns Number: 962024472
Contract Number: 47QSMA21D08QD
SIN: 33721 - Office Furniture
Cage Code: 62G30
We accept credit cards and purchase cards

BASIC STYLE

WRAP STYLE

BUT Wait... i have more questions?
can I buy loftwall products that aren’t listed above?
Loftwall products that aren’t listed in this document are available to be purchased as an “Open Market” item under the FAR 13 guidance of
the GSA. Please reach out to the Loftwall team (GSA@loftwall.com) if you have questions about any of other other award-winning products.
More products will be added to our Multiple Award Schedule (MAS) over time!

Where are loftwall products manufactured?
We proudly manufacture all of our products at our headquarters and factory in Dallas, Texas. Speed, accuracy, and quality are essential parts
of who we are, and controlling the manufacturing here in the US is how we accomplish this. That means that you aren’t stuck with a “one size
fits all” privacy solution - custom is how we roll, so let our team know how we can exceed your expectations.

is there a default installation fee?
To streamline the quoting and installation process, Loftwall applies a default 12% installation fee to orders.

Where do I send my gsa purchase orders?
Please send PO’s to GSA@loftwall.com. Purchase orders need to state “C/O DEALER NAME.” Loftwall will quote with an install charge that
is 12% of net amount and remit dealer commission to the dealer specified on the purchase order. With an average lead time of one week or
less, Loftwall is ready to deliver privacy solutions at a moment’s notice.

What are the payment terms?
Payments can be made via credit card or check made out to Loftwall. Invoicing offered with Net 30 terms. Government credit cards are accepted
above or below micropurchase levels. Written confirmation and authorized signatures are required. Use of credit cards shall be at time of order
placement with cards charged at time of shipment. No additional discounting for using credit cards provided.
Restocking charges of 50% applicable for items cancelled after production begins. All returns must be pre-approved by Loftwall customer support.

Are there any important shipment details?
All Loftwall standard products (non-custom) ship within 5 business days. All shipments for the Continental U.S. (48 Contiguous) will be FOB Destination, freight paid by Loftwall to a single ship-to location per order. Loftwall will determine best method of shipment. Destination address must be
able to accept a 53 ft. trailer and must have a loading dock. Additional costs apply for non-standard services, including installation services, which are
negotiated on a project by project basis.

Codes & Certifications
Small Business
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